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Executive summary

Executive summary

With the added pressure of today’s economy, innovative automotive dealers are 
turning to strong, reliable information to make better business decisions and 
outperform their competition. 

This document will explain how dealers can improve their bottom line in the face of 
an economic slowdown by harnessing the power of deeper business intelligence.

Making the most informed decisions based on trusted and reliable data enables 
dealers to more effectively manage their financing, inventory and marketing efforts 
to maintain profitability. The following best practices are based on our experience 
working together with thousands of dealers who rely on our products to achieve 
these objectives.
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Understanding the market

Understanding the market

When dealers can spot shifts in sales and financing trends before their competition, 
they can react quickly to take advantage of the latest market opportunities. Without 
the most recent, consistent and objective reporting, dealers have no choice but to 
make decisions based on incomplete or outdated information.

The most effective way for dealers to combat this challenge is to regularly access 
relevant, highly detailed market data from a reliable source. This will prevent dealers 
not only from missing the current market opportunities, but also will alert them to 
specific challenges they may be experiencing adjusting to the market. 

For example, in light of current economic conditions, a dealer might easily attribute 
a 40 percent decline in new vehicle sales to the current market situation. However, 
after looking at highly specific, objective market reporting, the dealer sees that the 
competition is down only 20 percent. Further analysis might identify the competitor’s 
source of volume from a particular geography or customer segment.  This information 
can be a “wake-up call” and lead to a dealer adapting new strategies to capture more 
of the market.

“Being able to quickly and easily see where the profits and opportunities are in your 
market is a true competitive advantage,” said Joey Blackmon, Vice President of 
Operations, Ancira Enterprises, Inc. “The AutoCount ReportSM is extremely useful in 
analyzing and monitoring the competitive auto market and how our business compares.”

Because every dealer’s market is uniquely defined, a tailored, ZIP Code™–level 
report is needed to help the dealer hone in on viable market opportunities and to 
identify individual areas of challenge. Comprehensive reporting that dives deeper 
than data supplied by OEMs and other sources is needed to allow dealers to take 
advantage of the leverage offered by each market’s specific:

•	 Financing	trends

•	 Credit	quality

•	 Loan	terms	

•	 Sales	performance	

With a more accurate and detailed picture of their specific market, dealers can locate 
missed opportunities as well and identify new ones to get more qualified traffic into 
their store.



The Executive Summary is a snapshot of retail vehicle sales activity in your marketplace.  The information  
is	reported	on	a	rolling	three	months	of	data	to	provide	you	with	a	clear	perspective	on	current	trends	in	 
your market.

•	 Leverages	all	AutoCount	data	to	provide	a	quick,	“at	a	glance”	view	of	your	market

•	 The	vehicle	specific	information	allows	you	to	gauge	which	vehicles	are	selling.		Are	you	stocking	 
these vehicles on your lot?

•	 The	lender	detail	provides	you	with	information	on	who	is	actively	providing	vehicle	financing	in	your	
market.		Are	you	working	with	these	lenders?

•	 The	vehicle	search	information	from	AutoCheck	tells	you	specifically	which	used	vehicles	consumers 
are	looking	to	buy	in	your	market.		Are	you	buying	these	vehicles	at	Auction?

For	more	information	on	how	you	can	benefit	from	the	AutoCount	Report,		 
call toll-free 800 679 8807 or visit our web site at www.autocount.com.

The AutoCount Report
Executive Summary
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Figure 2 — Portion of AutoCount® Executive Summary
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The AutoCount® Executive Summary, a feature of the AutoCount Dealer Report,SM 
provides a snapshot of retail vehicle sales activity in a dealer’s marketplace. The 
dealer can visually identify its most lucrative sales sources and new opportunities.

The most accurate source of vehicle sales reporting is a state’s Department of Motor 
Vehicles, which provides the relevant data dealers need to:

•	 Know	what	specific	new	and	used	makes	and	models	to	stock

•	 Improve	their	vehicle	turnover	rates

•	 Identify	market	trends	to	beat	the	competition

•	 Target	their	marketing	campaigns	for	the	greatest	success

•	 Broaden	their	lender	mix	to	close	more	deals

Currently, because of the average dealer’s challenges to secure financing for the 
entire spectrum of customers, never before have dealers relied so much on objective 
financing market data. New reporting has been developed to address this need head-
on and help dealers:

•	 Find	out	specifically	what	types	of	loans	are	being	purchased	by	which	lenders	in	
their market

•	 Establish	new	lending	relationships

•	 Get	more	customers	financed	throughout	more	credit	tiers

•	 Take business from their competition by leveraging the best available lending sources

Understanding the market



Below Subprime

Average Score Total Scored 300-549

Lender Total New Used Total *Mkt % Total Total

SPACE COAST 783 796 772 485 6.12% 2 0.13% 17

AMERICAN HONDA 
FINANCE

777 784 732 356 4.49% 7 0.46% 26

SUNTRUST	BANK 759 769 749 350 4.41% 5 0.33% 12

FORD MOTOR 
CREDIT

730 745 712 347 4.38% 12 0.80% 39

BB&T	BANK 769 788 753 331 4.17% 1 0.07% 18

CAPITAL	ONE	
AUTO FINANCE

653 687 639 261 3.29% 16 1.06% 105

INSIGHT	
FINANCIAL

747 767 736 200 2.52% 2 0.13% 19

NISSAN INFINITI 
FINANCIAL	
SERVICES

752 756 742 183 2.31% 3 0.20% 18

BANK	OF	AMERICA 772 794 755 170 2.14% 2 0.13% 4

Figure 3 — Portion of AutoCount® Risk Report

Source: AutoCount Risk Report, November 2008
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A first of its kind, the AutoCount® Risk ReportSM provides dealers with new and used 
vehicle financing trends and market share within customized credit score ranges and 
loan characteristics. With this credit information, dealers can better manage lender 
relationships and direct their marketing efforts to create more qualified traffic.

Business scenarios
With detailed and reliable market information, dealers are better positioned to make 
objective and consistent decisions to get more customers in their store and get them 
financed. Here are several examples:

Get	targeted	traffic	using	financing	data
When dealers experience an overstock of a certain model, they can use finance 
reporting to identify the specific credit tier of the consumers purchasing the largest 
volume of the vehicle in their market area. Dealers then can more effectively target 
their marketing initiatives to that particular group of consumers to get preapproved 
traffic into their dealership.

Increase financing options
Since finding financing sources currently is such a challenge, dealers can use 
market data to identify new lenders in their market and strategically broaden their 
mix of lenders — across the credit quality spectrum — to get more deals sold. For 
instance, the data may indicate that a competitive dealership is using a lending 
source to finance a large volume of less-than-prime loans. This could be a source 

Understanding the market
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the dealer also might want to tap into to get the greatest number of their consumers 
financed. Additionally, given the recent volatility in lender buying policies, it pays to 
have a balanced, more complete mix of lending sources to rely on.

The right mix at the right time
Adjusting a dealership’s vehicle inventory mix is a rigorous and ongoing process — 
especially on the pre-owned lot. Stocking the right makes and models of pre-owned 
vehicles at the right time can mean more traffic and has a big impact on bottom-
line health. Current and accurate market data can provide the insight needed to 
accelerate the average inventory turn times and to support higher grosses.

Targeting more qualified buyers

Marketing dollars are too valuable to spend on everyone. When dealers are able to 
more efficiently target their marketing to the right prospects at the right time, they 
attract more qualified business with less spend. Traditional, “business as usual” 
saturation mailers are pricey. More targeted initiatives allow dealers to locate 
customers qualified to fit both their financing options and the profile of the vehicles 
they are selling.

Detailed prospecting lists are available to help dealers find the largest number of 
qualified buyers  with the most efficiency. They can locate potential buyers by credit 
segment, geography, buying habits and specific demographics to get ready, willing 
and able-to-buy customers more readily in their store.

Business scenario
A dealer may be experiencing an overall decline in floor traffic and decide a direct-
marketing campaign is required. However, the dealer’s traditional, nontargeted 
approach to finding prospects does not provide the best ROI. A best-practice 
approach would be a direct-mail initiative featuring a special offer specifically 
designed to appeal to the targeted demographic at the right time. This approach 
should yield more qualified buyers in the show room at a lower cost per response. 

The dealer may think that a particular ZIP Code™ in their market does not hold 
prospecting potential, but access to lists targeting those same areas may generate 
high ROI results if they are driven by specific criteria. These can include estimated 
income, potential to be in-market for a car, propensity to buy new or used, and credit 
tier, which help dealers find the right prospects throughout their entire market.

Highly targeted campaigns will improve a dealer’s results by creating more qualified 
floor traffic and greater marketing efficiency. This is important in good times and 
critical in challenging times.

Through unique data insights, dealers are able to target the buyers who will give 
them the most return on their direct-marketing initiatives — drawing the most 
qualified traffic into their showroom — and getting more deals financed.

Targeting buyers



Prospect lists driven by specific criteria provide 
dealers with the ability to: 

•	 Find more customers who are qualified to buy —  Target the most 
qualified ZIP Code™ credit segments

•	 Get more customers into their store who are in the market to buy —  
Analyze aggregated balance amounts on loans and leases

•	 Pinpoint the types of vehicles specific customers want —  Filter by 
customized demographic information

•	 Increase their ROI on direct-mail campaigns  —  Target households 
most likely to buy by specific vehicle types

•	 Improve marketing efficiency by saving time and money — Predict 
who is likely to be in-market now and in the near future

•	 Direct the right marketing messages to the right households — 
Evaluate buyers who are more likely to purchase new or used
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Increase profitability by closing more deals

Once a dealer has located the latest market opportunities and has targeted the right 
consumers who are ready and able to buy, reliable data resources are available to 
help them close more deals. 

Automotive-specific credit reporting
Dealers can save time and money and accurately close more deals using the 
Automotive Credit Profile.SM This credit report is designed to help dealers quickly 
get to the relevant information they need to match the right consumer with the right  
lender. Featuring up-front placement of the buyer’s automotive loan history, dealers 
can more easily determine whether they would like to withhold or offer a line of 
credit, as well as find the best financing sources needed to secure more deals.

Close more deals



Vehicle history reports can help to optimize a 
dealer’s inventory and pricing decisions while 
attracting more prospects and improving 
consumer confidence in the vehicles they have on 
the lot. 
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Close deals with greater confidence
A reliable vehicle history report can significantly impact a dealer’s bottom line in both 
the short-term and the long-term. By following the best-practice approach of using a 
vehicle history report to evaluate every used vehicle that a dealer is considering for 
purchase or is offered on their lot, dealers can maximize confidence in each vehicle. 

First, the report can be used to optimize their pre-owned inventory by making more 
profitable vehicle purchases at auction and provides the support needed to price 
correctly at trade-in. 

Second, offering consumers a vehicle history report on every used vehicle on the lot 
generates more traffic with merchandisable vehicle quality. This improves consumer 
confidence by helping to provide full disclosure, which assists in closing more deals 
and contributes to a reliable reputation in their market.

When consumers have a physical record of a vehicle’s history from a trusted third-
party, they are able to gain the added assurance that they need to buy. Their sense of 
risk has decreased and the consumer feels “safer” in the transaction. They now have 
the increased confidence to buy, and dealers have the backup needed to support 
their price point.

Close more deals



Figure 4 — AutoCheck® Consumer Research Study

48%

29% 23% Much more confident

Somewhat more confident

No more confident
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A recent AutoCheck® consumer research study revealed that theAutoCheck with 
AutoCheck ScoreSM report made consumers feel more confident about the vehicle they   
were considering purchasing. The Score made 77 percent of respondents feel either 
much more or somewhat more confident in the vehicle. 

“The AutoCheck® vehicle history report with the AutoCheck ScoreSM is a fantastic 
resource to quickly and easily build value in your product for your customers and 
provide confidence in your purchases and trade-ins as a dealer,” said Michael 
McNett,	Sales	Manager	for	Kelly	Ford	of	Lehigh	Valley.	

There is only one vehicle history report that includes a score that summarizes a 
vehicle’s history into one unique number that is easy for a dealer to explain and 
consumers to understand. Dealers can use the AutoCheck Score as a selling tool 
to close more deals by differentiating their vehicles from others in the marketplace. 
They also have the unique opportunity to capitalize on the Score concept by 
executing	the	AutoCheck	Score	a	Great	CarSM in-store promotions and unique 
merchandising initiatives to draw new or repeat buyers into their store. 

“We have been extremely pleased with the results of Experian Automotive’s Score 
a	Great	Car	promotion,”	said	Todd	O’Reilly,	General	Manager	of	Al	Piemonte	Ford.	
“It has helped us to merchandise more of our used vehicle inventory and see a 
noticeable increase in sales. In today’s tougher market, it’s unique programs like 
these that help you stay ahead.”

Close more deals

Source: Blackstone Study, July/August 2007



Figure 5 — AutoCheck® Vehicle History Report

VIN: 4T1BE46K77U025423

Year: 2007

Make: Toyota

Model: Camry CE / LE / SE / XLE

Style/Body: Sedan 4D

Class: Mid-Range Car - Standard

Engine: 2.4L 14 SFI

Country of Assembly: United States

Vehicle Age: 2 Year(s)

Calculated Owners: 2

Last Reported
Odometer Reading:

8,856

Your AutoCheck Score
The AutoCheck Score is a
summary of your vehicle's
history, letting you
compare vehicles with
ease.

This vehicle qualifies for Buyback Protection
Safeguard your investment with
AutoCheck Buyback Protection which
reduces the risk in buying a used
vehicle.

AutoCheck Vehicle History Report

2007 Toyota Camry CE / LE / SE / XLE
Report Run Date: 2009-01-16 10:33.566 EST

Section Summaries
The vehicle identification number you sumbitted has been analyzed and summary information on your car is shown below.

Title and ProblemCheck: Major title or other problems reported!

OdometerCheck: Your vehicle checks out!

Vehicle Use and EventCheck: Specific vehicle use(s) or events reported

Full History: Detailed information available

90-92
9290-92
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Business scenario
When dealers use a vehicle history report at auction to purchase vehicles that score 
within or above the score range, they now have a unique merchandising tool to close 
more deals. Dealers can generate more interest and showroom traffic by including 
the AutoCheck Score in vehicle listings.  In-range and above scores can differentiate 
their inventory from their competitors’. A high AutoCheck Score will likely bring the 
customer back to their dealership to buy — as the vehicle with evidence of a good 
history is the better deal. Finally, when it comes time to negotiate, the AutoCheck 
Score can be used to support the price and close with confidence.

Close more deals



A dealer’s reward for better managing risk far exceeds 
the cost of future compliance issues.
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Better manage risk 

With compliance requirements increasing and the market shrinking, it’s not the 
time for dealers to make costly mistakes. Thoroughly and efficiently interpreting a 
consumer’s credit report and confirming his or her identity are significant elements 
that contribute to a dealer’s remaining compliant and profitable. Misinterpretation of 
a credit report as well as lack of attention to the Red Flags Rules can lead to serious 
financial consequences. 

Automotive-specific credit reports 
Innovative automotive-specific credit reports are now available to help dealers more 
efficiently interpret credit information by prominently providing data right where 
they need it — at the beginning of each report. This reduces error and allows dealers 
to focus on the relevant information they need to ensure they are making the most 
informed decisions in the most efficient way possible.

Get	a	fast	and	easy-to-interpret	snapshot	of	current	and	previous	automotive	
loan history. Dealers also can add an auto score to their report to make quicker 
decisions based specifically on consumers’ credit score and their ability to pay their 
automotive accounts.

Manage risk



Figure 5.1 — Automotive Profile SummarySM

Figure 5.2 — Risk Score

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 — Portion of the Automotive Credit ProfileSM
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Business scenario
While securing more loans means greater revenue for a dealer, running more 
reports also can mean a greater likelihood of error. Therefore, a dealer can utilize the 
Automotive Credit ProfileSM to be aware of issues on an application that could lead 
to misinterpretation of consumers’ credit. 

For instance, a lender may require that prospective consumers have a positive loan 
history on automotive loans. If a dealer misinterprets an installment loan as an 
automotive loan, this can cause challenges. An up-front grouping of automotive 
financing information results in fewer user errors and greater efficiency.

The Automotive Credit Profile also alerts dealers to Red Flags issues — such as 
address mismatch — to inform them of high-risk conditions that could require 
further investigation.

Manage risk



Red Flags: 

•	 Identify:  Automotive Credit ProfileSM calls attention to Red Flags issues 
that could require further investigation

•	 Detect: Fraud ShieldSM launches a comprehensive series of crosschecks 
to screen automotive applications for inconsistencies in personal 
identification information and provides an optional add-on score that 
integrates both fraud and credit variables into an easy-to-interpret value

•	 Respond and authenticate: Precise IDSM allows dealers to respond to 
detected Red Flags in a manner that is appropriate to the risk they pose and 
is	transparent	to	the	consumer;	Knowledge	IQSM then initiates a challenge-
response question technology 
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Manage risk

Addressing the Red Flags Rules
In most cases, when dealers accept an application they assume they are interacting 
with consumers who are who they say they are. But in light of the new FACTA (Fair 
and Accurate Credit Transactions Act) identity theft Red Flags Rules, dealers have 
no choice but to take a more active and informed stance against potential fraud.

Dealers can simply and easily increase compliance by being alerted to:

•	 Mismatches	in	personal	identification	information

•	 Credit	profile	freezes	and	credit	alerts

•	 High-risk	and	known	fraud	addresses

Through a better risk-management process, dealers can make sure they are Red Flags 
compliant and lower their chance of a steep penalty as well as avoid the publicity of 
being associated with fraudulent transactions. 

Business scenario
When a dealer accepts an application and the consumer’s address, Social Security 
number or the date of birth does not match the credit report, products like Fraud 
Shield  can help protect against a potential scam. Instant multiple checks and 
searches screen every automotive application for inconsistencies, helping dealers 
detect potential fraud before losses occur. 

 A dealer then can follow up with Precise ID to help them respond to detected 
Red Flags to the degree of the risk they pose and in a way that is transparent to their 
customers.	If	the	risk	warrants,	Knowledge	IQ	initiates	a	challenge-response	question	
technology to formulate questions only the true customer would answer accurately.



Figure 1 — Dealer best practice approach

Business
Intelligence
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Concluding comments

By taking an active stance against the downward turn of the automotive market, 
dealers can adjust to the current trends and come out on top by adapting new 
strategies to continue to improve their bottom line. Dealers who are quick to react 
can get ahead of their competition.

They can increase profitability in the face of a declining market by harnessing the 
strength of deeper business intelligence.

As dealers access these tools to develop new strategies to better manage their 
inventory, marketing and financing efforts, they make the most informed decisions 
and increase their profitability.

For more information about this document or other insights from Experian, 
please visit www.experianautomotive.com

Concluding comments
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